Practical solutions for life cycle extension of oil and gas wells in CE European Region Conference Visegrád, 14-15 Nov 2019

DAY 1

Program:

12:30-13:00 REGISTRATION

13:00-13:10 CONFERENCE OPENING
György PALÁSTHY, SPE HUN Chairman

13:10-13:40 KEYNOTE SPEAKER from INA
Csaba GÁL- Director of Oil & Gas Production
LIFE CYCLE EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN E&P

13:40-14:10 Ilhami GIDEN, OMV Senior Reservoir Engineer
DAILY CHALLENGES AND STEPS FOR PRODUCTION IMPROVEMENT OF WELLS IN A MATURE FIELD

14:10-14:40 Dezső SZLÁDOVICS, MOL Group Head of Group E&P Well Operations
WELL INTEGRITY

14:40-15:10 Silvan MIKULIC, INA Reservoir Modelling Expert
RESERVOIR MONITORING AND OPTIMIZATION OF EOR PROJECTS ON IVANIĆ AND ŽUTICA OIL FIELDS

15:10-15:40 COFFEE BREAK

15:40-16:10 Amro HASSAN, Halliburton Business Development Manager
THE RELATIVE PERMEABILITY MODIFIER AND ITS APPLICATIONS / CASE STUDY

16:10-16:40 Suleyman SARI Schlumberger, Sn Technical Engineer for Eastern Europe
SUCCESSFUL CEMENTING OF HORIZONTAL WELLS IN ROMANIA / CASE STUDY

16:40-17:10 Gábor BOZSÍK, Merin Services –Well Service Manager
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS FOR PREVENTION AND REMEDIATION OF ISSUES DURING THE LIFE OF THE WELL

17:10-17:40 György BÍRÓ, Profigram Director of strategic business development
USEFUL DATA – THE INFORMATION YOU NEED

19:00 DINNER TIME
Practical solutions for life cycle extension of oil and gas wells in CE European Region Conference
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DAY 2

Program:

8:00 - 8:30  Balázs MAHALEK, MOL Hungary Lifting technology engineer
            IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW SRP REPLACEMENT SELECTION METHOD

8:30 - 9:00  Gábor PÁKOZDI, MOL Hungary Senior Expert
            EVERY DROP MATTERS – A SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION STORY

9:00 - 9:30  Edmund ESWEIN, Schlumberger Stimulation Technical Expert – EUR East
            NOVEL COMPLETION AND STIMULATION TECHNOLOGIES ENABLING
            RECOMPLETION AND RE-STIMULATION OF MATURE WELLS

9:30 - 10:00 Nikica BRUSIC, Nikola NOVAKOVIC INA Director of Back Office Dep.
            CONDITION ASSESSMENT FOR LIFE EXTENSION OF OFFSHORE
            INSTALLATIONS

10:00-10:30 COFFEE BREAK

10:00 - 10:30  Mijo ŠARIC, INA Branko Jančiković - Petrophysical Expert
             EVALUATION OF WELL’S GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL AS BOREHOLE HEAT
             EXCHANGER BEFORE FINAL ABANDONMENT

11:00-11.30 Vera SCHULTZ, PhD Student Leoben University
             RESERVOIR GEOLOGICAL MODEL VALIDATION METHODOLOGY AIMING
             PRODUCTION FORECAST

11:30-12:00 Mia BILADZIJA, MsC student, University of Zagreb
             DRILLING FLUIDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON PERMEABILITY REDUCTION

12:00-12.30 Ádám PÁSZTOR PhD Student University of Miskolc
             ACID PROGRAM PLANNING: A PROJECT ORIENTED APPROACH

12:30          END OF THE CONFERENCE
12:30          LUNCH TIME